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Abstract-In this paper, we propose two new projection methods for solving variational inequality 
problems (VI). The method is simple; it uses only function evaluation and projection onto the feasible 
set. Under the conditions that the underlying function is continuous and satisfies some generalized 
monotonicity assumption, the methods are proven to converge to a solution of variational inequality 
globally. Some preliminary computational results are reported to illustrate the efficiency of the 
methods. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a nonempty closed convex subset of 77, and let F be a mapping from R” into itself. 
A variational inequality problem, denoted by VI(F, Q), is to find a vector u* E Sz such that 
F(u*)~(v - u’) 2 0, VUEi2. (1) 
Variational inequalities have many important applications in the fields such as mathematical 
programming, network economics, transportation research, game theory, and regional sciences, 
see (l-41. 
The projection method [5] (see also [1,6-S]) is the simplest method for solving the VI(F,Q) 
problem (1) which, starting with any 2~’ E R”, generates a sequence {&} via the following 
formula: 
u’+’ = PO [u” - PF (u”)] . 
Here, Pn(s) denotes the projection to the closed convex set R. The method involves only function 
evaluation and projection to the feasible set R. However, to ensure the convergence of the method, 
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one has to assume that F is strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous on R. For the case that F 
is only monotone, Korpelevich [9] gave the following extragradient method: 
G’+’ = I+ [u” - PF (u”)] , 
uk+’ = Pn [u” - /3F (i?+l)] 
and proved that the method converges to a solution of VI( F, Cl) when 0 < ,f3 < l/L, where L > 0 
is the Lipschitz constant of F and Pa(+) denotes the projection from R” onto 0. 
If F is not Lipschitz continuous or the Lipschitz constant L is difficult to estimate, Sun (10) 
and then, Iusem and Svaiter Ill] and Solodov and Svaiter 1121, gave some variant forms of the 
extragradient method by adopting some line search strategy. In practice, these methods can solve 
a more general case that F is only continuous and satisfies the following condition: 
F(v)‘(v - u’) 2 0, vu E a. (2) 
It is clear that if F is monotone or pseudomonotone, (2) is satisfied. Moreover, condition (2) 
holds under some kinds of generalized monotonicity assumptions on F [13]. 
Recently, He [14] and Solodov and Tseng [15] g ave a new projection and contraction method 
uk+l = uk - YP (uk,/%) 9 (Uk,Pk) , (3) 
where 
du, PI = 421, P) - P(F(u) - F(u - ecu, P))), 
(4) 
and 
e(u, P) = u - &-@ - P(u)] (5) 
is the residual function. Most recently, Chen, Lo and Yang [16] gave a modified projection and 
contraction algorithm based on the method of He [14] and Solodov and Tseng [15] by adopting 
a self-adaptive line search. 
Inspired by these, in this paper, we first construct a new profitable direction of VI(F, R) (which 
will be defined in Section 2). Based on this direction, we give a new projection method for 
solving VI(F,Q) adopting the similar line search strategy as Chen et al. [16]. Then, we modified 
the method by another line search strategy to avoid the computation of the projection to R at 
each line search step. Our preliminary computational experience shows that the new algorithms 
are efficient for variational inequality problems. 
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give some useful preliminaries. In 
Section 3, we describe the method formally and show its global convergence. We report our 
preliminary computational results in Section 4 and give some final conclusions in the last section. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we summarize some basic properties and related definitions which will be used 
in the following discussions. 
First, we denote lllc\l = q x x as the Euclidean-norm. Let R be a nonempty closed convex 
subset of 77? and let Pa(.) denote the projection mapping from ‘Rn onto Q. It is well known [17] 
that the VI problem (1) is equivalent to the projection function 
PEW, F) u= 8~1~ - P(u)], 
where fl is an arbitrary positive constant. Let e(u, p), defined as (5), denote the residual function 
of the projection function, then the VI problem (1) is equivalent to finding a zero point of e(u, p). 
For any closed convex set R C 77, a basic property of the projection mapping PO(.) is 
(z - P!-&))T(v - P&)) L 0, V’zE7?, VVER. (6) 
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The projection operator PO(+) is nonexpansive, that is 
The following lemma plays an important role in our algorithms. 
LEMMA~.~. ForanyuERandO<pl</32, wehave 
Ile(vP1)II F ll4w P2)ll, 
Ile(~,P~)ll > Mu, P2)ll 
Pl - I32 
(7) 
(8) 
PROOF. See [18]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let CO > 0, /I > 0 be constants and let 4(u) : R” -+ R be a continuous function. 
We call 4(u) an error measure function of VI(F, a), if it satisfies 
4(x) 2 colle(~, PN2, VUER, and 4(u) = 0 H e(u, /3) = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 4(u) be an error measure fknction of VI(F, 0) and p(u) be a function from 
Rn into itself. We call q(u) a profitable direction of VI(F, 0) if 
In general, a projection and contraction method is to minimize the error of IIu - u*l12, though 
the solution u* is unknown. By constructin g different profitable functions and error meaSure 
functions, a class of projection and contraction method have been proposed [6-8,12,14,15,18]. 
Throughout this paper, we assume that the solution set of VI(F, R), denoted by R*, is 
nonempty. 
3. THE ALGORITHMS AND CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
Setting v = Ph[u - @F(u)], it follows from (2) that 
PF(P& - /~F(u)])~{Ps+ - @F(u)] - u*} > 0. (9) 
Then, setting z = u - PF(u), v = u* in (6), we have 
{u -OF(u) - Pfi[u - PF(u)]}~{P& - W(u)] -u*} 2 0. (10) 
Adding (9) and (lo), we have 
{e(u, P) - @[F(U) - F(u - e(u, O))l}T{u - u* - e(u, P)> L 0. (11) 
LEMMA 3.1. If Ile(u, l)ll # 0, then there exist 0 < L < 1 and fi > 0, such that for all 0 < p I ,6 
LW’(~) - F(u - ecu, P))lI I W(~, P)il. (12) 
PROOF. Suppose that (12) is not true, i.e., 
LIF(u) - F(u. - e(u,P))II > W=$ulP)II, v’p>o. 
Since F is continuous, e(u, ,0) is continuous. Let fl + 0 in the above inequality, we have 
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where the second inequality follows from (8) of Lemma 2.1. This implies 
Ile(u, I)11 = 0, 
which contradicts the assumption that Ile(u, l)lj # 0. This completes the 
Recall that 
Let 
9(u, P) = e(u, P) - /W(u) - JYu - e(u, P))). 
d(u, P) = e(u, 0) + PF(u - e(u, P)). 
Then from (11) and (12), it follows that 
proof. I 
(u - ~*)~d(u, 0) ,1 e(u, @Tg(v P)+ P(UIT(U - u*) 
1 (1 - ~)l14u,P)l12, 
(13) 
(14) 
where the inequality follows from (2) and 
W(u) - F(u - e(u, P)))Te(ul P) I PIP(u) - Wu - 4w P))ll Ile(~, PII1 
I W(u, P)l12. 
From (14), we can see that -d(u, p) is a descent direction of (1/2))lu - u*j12 whenever u is not a 
solution of VI(F, 0). That is, d(u, /3) can be viewed as a profitable function and e(u, p)Tg(u, p) 
can be viewed as an error measure function. This motivates us to propose the following algorithm. 







Given E > 0. Choose U’ E R and five parameters ~1 E (0, l), y E (0,2), PO = ,B = 1, and 
L E (0,l). Set k := 0. 
Compute e(d, /3k) by (5). If Ile(d, &)[I < c, stop; otherwise, 
find the smallest nonnegative integer mk, pk = pprnk satisfying 




Uk+’ = pa [u” - ‘YP (u”,pk) d (u”,pk)] . 
Pk IIF (u”) - F (u” - e (uk7 pk)) (I I 0.2 /e (uk7 a) I( 
p = pklo.7; else /3 = pk. Set k := k + 1; go to Step 1. 
(17) 
REMARK 3.1. It follows from the line search strategy and Lemma 3.1 that the sequence {,&} is 
bounded away from zero. That is, 
Pk L Pmin := min {PO, PB} . 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let {uk} c 72” be the sequence generated by Algorithm 3.1 with (17), then {u”} 
is bounded. 
PROOF. From (17), we have 
llu k+1-u*/(2 I /uk - YP (u’,Pk) d (uk,&) - u*(j’ 
= IIUk-U*11’-27~(21”,~k) (U”-~*)T+k,~k)+72P(~k,~k)2~~d(~k,~k)~~2 (18) 
I I(uk - u*112 --d2 -7)P(~k,Pk)+k,pk)TLl(~k,~k) 
I jluk - u*/12 - Cl- Lh(2 - 7)~ (uk, pk) (le (Uk, pk) j12, 
where the first inequality follows from the nonexpansivity of the projection operator Pn( .), the 
second and the last inequality follow from (14) and (15). It follows from (18) that 
IIUk+l - u*(12 I II?? - u*l12 5 . . . 5 [(UO - u*j12. (19) 
This completes the proof. I 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose F(e) is continuous and the solution set St’ is nonempty. Then the 
sequence {u”} c R” generated by Algorithm 3.1 converges to a solution of VI(F, a). 
PROOF. From Theorem 3.1 that {uk} is bounded, so is {e(uk, /&)}. Since F is continuous, there 
is a constant M > 0, such that lld(u”,&)ll 5 M. Also from (18) and (14), we have 
so 
which means that 
;&& ]le (uk, pk) 11 = 0. 
Since pk > &in > 0, \Jk 2 0, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
i&& ((e (~k,Pmin) (( = 0. 
(21) 
Since {uk} is bounded, it has at least one cluster point. Let ii E Rn be a cluster point of {uk} 
and (2~““) be the subsequence of {uk} converging to zi. Then, 
Ile($ &in)11 = $0 Ile (ukJ Y Prnin) II = 0. 
That is, ii is a solution of VI(F,sZ). Setting u* = 6 in (19), it follows that {u”} converges to a 
solution of VI(F, St). This completes the proof. I 
For the case that the projection operator PQ(+) is computationally expensive, one of the im- 
portant tasks in devising efficient algorithms is to minimize the number of projection operations 
performed at each iteration [12]. We now give a modified form of the projection Algorithm 3.1. 
For u E fi, /3 > 0, and Q E (0, l), setting ZJ = u - cre(u, /3) in (2), we have 
PF(u - cxe(u, p))T(u - u* - ae(u, 0)) > 0. (22) 
Then, setting z = u - OF(u), v = u* in (6), we have 
a(e(u, P) - PF(u))~(u - U* - e(u, 0)) 10. (23) 
Adding (22) and (23), we get 
(u - u*)T{Qe(u, P) + PF(u - Qe(u, P))} 
> cte(u, P)T{e(u,P) - P[F(u) - F(u. - ae(u, P))l) + d@‘(4T(~ - u*) 
L du, DJT{e(u, PI - W’(u) - F(u - du, P))lI. 
(24) 
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LEMMA 3.2. If Ile(u, 1)11 # 0, then there exist 0 < L < 1 and d > 0, such that for all 0 < CY < d 
PROOF. Similar to Lemma 3.1, suppose that 
PIP(u) - F(u - ~e(~, P))II > Llle(f4 PN, vcY>o. 
Since F is continuous, we have (suppose p < 1) 




&(u, P) = ae(u, P) + PF(u - ae(u, P)) (26) 
sg(u,P) = a{e(u, P) - P[F(u) - F(u - Q~(u, @)I}. 
From Lemma 3.2 and (24), we can see that, for some (Y > 0, 
(27) 
(u - u*jT - d2(wP) 2 ecu, P)Tg2(u, 0) L 41 - L)lle(u, P)l12. (28) 
This means that dz(u, /?) is also a descent direction of (1/2)IIu - ~‘11~. We now give a new 
projection method as follows. 
ALGORITHM 3.2. A MODIFIED FORM OF ALGORITHM 3.1. 
SO. Choose u” E R and six parameters p E (0, l), y E (0,2), Q-I = 1, 81 > 1, 82 > 1, and 
L E (0,l). Set k=O. 
Sl. Set Pk = min{l, &crk-I}. Compute e(u’, Pk) by (5). If e(u”, Pk) = 0, stop; otherwise, 
S2. find the smallest nonnegative integer mk, cXk = @kbrnL satisfying 
Pk IIF (u”) - F (u” - ake (uk, Pk)) 1) 5 L jje (Uk, pk) 11 . (29) 
s3. calculate p(u”, @k) by 
(30) 
S4. Compute 
Uk+’ = pn [u” - Yp (uk,/%) dz (u”,pk)] . 
S5. Set k := k + 1; go to Step 1. 
(31) 
REMARK 3.2. It follows from the line search strategy and Lemma 3.2 that the sequence {CQ} is 
bounded away from zero. That is, 
(Yk 1 (Y,in := min{cr_1, ~6). 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let {uk} c Rn be the sequence generated by Algorithm 3.2, then {u”} is 
bounded. 
PROOF. From (31), we have 
((Uk+l-ll*1/25 ((uk - YP(&Pk) d2 (UkJk) - u*j12 
= lIUk--11*1(2--2yp(ukr~k) (Uk-U*)Td2 (~k>~k)+Y2L’(UkrPk)2 l/d2 (u”dk)jj’ (32) 
5 [\uk --*[I2 -Y@ -yb(ukjpk) e (ukt/3k)Ti72 (u”,pk) 
I jluk - u*j12 - a(1 - Lh(2 - ‘-f)p (Uk, pk) I/e (ukl Pk) jj2, 
where the first inequality follows from the nonexpansivity of the projection operator PQ(.), the 
second and the last one follow from (28). It follows from (32) that 
lb k+l - 1Lf(12 5 I(uk - u*l12 5 . . . 5 (JUO - u*(12. (33) 
This completes the proof. I 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose F(.) is continuous and the solution set W is nonempty. Then the 
sequence {u”} c Rn generated by Algorithm 3.2 converges to a solution of VI(F, 0). 
PROOF. From Theorem 3.3, {u”} is bounded, so is {e(u”, pk)}. Since F is continuous, there is a 
constant M > 0, such that lld~(~“,@k)II M. Also from (32) and (28), we have 
so 
lb Ic+l - u*l12 I (IZP - u*/i2 - $2 -7) ( a,(ii L))2 lie (“k7flk)((4, (34) 
which means that 
I;‘:-$ ((e (Uk7 fik) 11 = 0. (35) 
From Lemma 3.2, we have that /?k 2 &in f min{l, 8Qmin) > 0, Vk 2 0. It follows from 
Lemma 2.1 that 
ii% JJe (uk, &in) 11 = 0. 
Since {uk} is bounded, it has at least one cluster point. Let 6 E R” be a cluster point of {u”} 
and {u”j} be the subsequence of {u”} converging to ii. Then, 
Ile(C Pmin)ll = i&& I/e (UkJ 7 Ani*) /( = 0. 
That is, 6 is a solution of VI(F, a). Setting U* = 6 in (33), it follows that {u”} converges to a 
solution of VI(F, R). This completes the proof. I 
4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
In this section, we give some preliminary computational results. We implement our Algo- 
rithms 3.1 and 3.2 in Matlab to solve some complementarity problems. 
The problem we consider first is F(u) = Mu + q, where 
-1 2 . . . . . . 2- 
0 1 2 ... i 
&f = i . . . . . , . . . ; ) q = (-1, -1 ,“.1 -QT. 
. . . . . . 2 
0 . . . . . . 0 1 
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Table 1. Computational results. 
256 36 47 65.35 8 15 32.26 
In Algorithm 3.1, we take y = 1.9, L = 0.9, p = 0.6 and in Algorithm 3.2, y = 1.9, L = 0.8, 
GE-~ = 1, p = 0.5, 81 = 2.9, 0s = 2.0. The initial point u” = (1, 1, . . . , 1) for both Algorithms 3.1 
and 3.2. The stop criterion is that Ile(u,P)ll 5 lo-‘. Table 1 shows the computational results. 
From Table 1, we can see that the iteration number of both Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2 is much 
smaller than the variable of the problem (for a large scale problem) and increase slowly. In 
fact, Algorithm 3.2 needs only about ten steps to get a proximal solution of the problem for all 
n 5 1000. Algorithm 3.2 seems to be more efficient than Algorithm 3.1. The reason is that it 
avoids the computation of PO(.) at each line search, though, for this problem, PQ(.) is not difficult 
to obtain. 
We now consider a nonlinear complementarity problem 
x L 0, F(x) L 0, (x, F(x)) = 0, 
where 
357 + 22122 + 25; + x3 + 3~ - 6 
F(x) = 
2x? + x1 + x”2 + 1023 + 2x4 - 2 
3x7 + 5122 + 2x; + 2x3 + 9x4 - g . 
XT + 3x; + 2x3 + 3x4 - 3 
This problem was first considered by Kojima and Shindo [19], then by many other authors 
such as Sun [lo] and Solodov and Svaiter [12]. We solve this problem with Algorithm 3.2 with 
initial point ZL’ generated uniformly in (0,l). The parameters in the algorithm are also y = 1.9, 
L = 0.9, p = 0.5, 81 = 2.9, and 82 = 2.0. Table 2 gives the computational results. 
Table 2. The influence of initial point 
This problem is not monotone. From Table 2, we can observe that the algorithm does not 
depend on the choice of the initial point u”. For this small nonlinear problem, the iteration 
number varies in the interval of [15,20] with the functional evaluation number in [34,41]. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we give two new projection methods for variational inequality problems based on 
the newly constructed profitable functions. The convergence of the algorithms is proven under the 
mild condition that F is continuous and satisfies some generalized monotonicity. The preliminary 
computational results show that the algorithms are efficient. 
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